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QUESTION 1

You have renamed the CQ quickstart file to cq5-author-4502.jar. What is the correct way to install CQ 5.4 as a Windows
Service? 

A. In Windows open Services > Administrative Tools and then upload cq5-author-4502.jar to the control panel. 

B. Use the command line and start CQ with java -Xmx512M -jar cq5-author-4502.jar -service. 

C. Unpack cq5-author-4502.jar, navigate to crx-quickstart/opt/helpers and start instsrv.bat. 

D. Open the Apache Felix Web OSGi console, navigate to Services and upload cq5-author-4502.jar. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

How do you create a design dialog for a CQ component? 

A. Create a dialog in the component folder and set the dialog\\'s xtype property to designDialog. 

B. Create a dialog in the component folder and name it design_dialog. 

C. Create the same component path structure under the design page and create the dialog there. 

D. Create a node under the component\\'s dialog node and set the xtype property to designDialog. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You want to prompt a workflow user for information during the processing of a workflow step. Where is the content that
the workflow user entered stored? 

A. As part of the page. 

B. As part of the workflow model. 

C. As part of the workflow instance. 

D. As part of the design. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4
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What is the purpose of the Impersonators tab within the User settings? 

A. Add one or more users that are allowed to take over all permissions from the current user. 

B. Add one or more users that are inheriting the permissions from the current user. 

C. Add one or more users that can act on the behalf of the current user. 

D. Add one or more users that the current user can act on their behalf. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Given the CQ Dispatcher configuration in the /filter section: 

/filter { /0001 { /glob "*" /type "deny" } /0002 { /glob "* /content/geometrixx[./]*" /type "allow" } /0003 { /glob "*
/content/geometrixx/company[./]*" /type "deny" } /0004 { /glob "*" /type "allow" } } 

Which rule will be applied to the request: /content/geometrixx/company/news.html? 

A. Request denied, because of rule 0001. The first rule that matches the request will be applied. 

B. Request served, because of rule 0002. The configuration can only be applied to the second level path. 

C. Request denied, because of rule 0003. The configuration with the closest match will be applied. 

D. Request accepted, because of rule 0004. The last configuration that matches the request will be applied. 

Correct Answer: D 
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